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ABSTRACT
Security games are used to deploy limited security resources.
Much work on the topic assumes that attackers have the per-
fect knowledge of defenders’ strategies. However, it is not
always the case in real life because an attacker may worry
he will be caught if he observes defender’s strategy on all
targets. To address the issue, this paper proposes a new
game model in which the attacker just selects partial tar-
gets to observe according to his goal and observation cost.
Moreover, our theoretical and experimental analyses show
that our model reflects well the way that attackers make de-
cisions, and in particular, the defender can gain significantly
higher utility by considering the attacker can only conduct
observations on partial targets.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the study of security games is very active [4,

6, 7, 1]. Generally speaking, in a security game, the defend-
er needs to protect the people and critical infrastructure
from the attacker. However, usually security resources are
limited, and the attacker can observe the defender’s secu-
rity strategy for a period of time and then attack a target
accordingly. So, the defender has to randomly cover all tar-
gets. That is, the defender should find an optimal mixed
strategy to maximise his expected utility. The strong S-
tackelberg equilibrium [6] assumes that the attacker has the
perfect knowledge of the defender’s optimal strategy and ac-
cordingly chooses an optimal response strategy to maximise
his expected utility.
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However, very likely an attacker can observe the defend-
er’s mixed strategy on partial targets only. Actually, even
though the more knowledge the attacker has may make his
attack more successful, he also needs to reduce the observed
target number to avoid the high observation cost (e.g., be-
ing detected and then caught by the defender). Therefore,
the attacker can only have an ambiguous understanding of
the defender’s mixed strategy (the information for the unob-
served part of targets is ambiguous). This is different from
the assumption of typical Stackelberg games, i.e., the at-
tacker has the perfect knowledge of the defender’s strategy.
Thus, it is required to model how the attacker selects targets
to observe and accordingly chooses his optimal strategy.

Recently, much work has dealt with the imperfect obser-
vation in security games. Pita et al. [5] handle the attacker’s
limited observation on the defender’s strategies with the bias
toward the uniform probability distribution. Yin et al. [8]
model the risk-averse strategies for the defender by consider-
ing the possible observations errors. An et al. [2, 1] propose
models of limited surveillance where the attacker updates
his belief based on the limited number of observations. In
these models, the limited observation actually is some ob-
servations on all targets.

So, this paper models security games in the situation where
the attacker just selects partial targets to observe based on
his goal and observation cost along with an acceptability
threshold. Then, in such a game, the attacker can only rely
upon the ambiguous information about the defender’s mixed
strategy to determine his optimal strategy. We also investi-
gate which factors can influence the process of the attacker’s
decision making and the defender’s utility.

2. MODEL DEFINITION
Our model of Security Games with Partial Surveillance

(SGPS) has the following sequence of moves. Firstly, the
defender selects a mixed strategy. Secondly, the attacker s-
elects partial targets to observe. After conducting such am-
biguous observations, the attacker takes an optimal strategy
based on his ambiguous belief about the defender’s mixed s-
trategy. Formally, we have:

Definition 1. A security games with partial surveillance
(SGPS) is a tuple of (N,T, S,X,G, C,M,U), where:

1. N = {d,a} is the set of players, where d stands for
the defender and a stands for the attacker.

2. T = {t1, · · · , tn} = Tu ∪ To with Tu ∩ To = ∅ is the
target set, where Tu is the set of unobserved targets
and To is the set of observed targets by the attacker.
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3. S = Sd × Sa, where Sd = {sd(t1), · · · , sd(tn)} and
Sa = {sa(t1), · · · , sa(tn)} are the pure strategy sets
of the defender and the attacker, representing attack-
ing or defending targets, and n is the target number.

4. X = {Xi | i = 1, · · · ,m}, where Xi = {pi,1, · · · , pi,n}
is one mixed strategy of the defender, pi,j is the prob-
ability distribution for the pure strategy sd(tj) (satis-
fying pi,j ∈ [0, 1] and

∑
pi,j∈Xi

pi,j = 1).

5. G = {gi | i = 1, · · · , n}, where gi : ti → [0, 1] is the
attacker’s goal satisfaction degree of target ti.

6. C = {ci | i = 1, · · · , n} where ci : ti → [0, 1] is the
observation cost when the attacker observes target ti.

7. M = {mi | i = 1, · · · ,m}, where mi is the attacker’s
mass function over the target set T given the defend-
er’s mixed strategy Xi. More specifically, ∀tj ∈ To,
mi({tj})=pi,j; and mi(Tu)=1−∑

tj∈To
mi({tj}).

8. U = {(ud(s), ua(s)) | s ∈ S}, where ud(s) and ua(s)
are the utility functions from strategy profile s to R

for the defender and the attacker, respectively.

From the above definition, we can see that based on target
ti’s goal satisfaction degree gi and observation cost ci, the
attacker selects target set To to observe. Then, the informa-
tion about the defender’s strategy is ambiguous. That is, he
only knows the covering probability of each observed target
and the total covering probability mi(Tu) of the unobserved
set of Tu because of the ambiguous observation. Thus, the
attacker has to select the optimal response strategy based
on this ambiguous information.

To get the attacker’s optimal response strategy, the at-
tacker needs to get the information about the defender’s
strategy. And then, the attacker needs to select some tar-
gets from all targets to observe based on his goal and his
observation cost on each target. So, we use the acceptabil-
ity function [3, 9] to define the observable degree with the
attacker’s acceptable threshold for each target to represent
the degree that the attacker would like to observe the target.
If the target could not satisfy that attacker’s goal and the
observation cost is too high, the attacker will not observe
this target. However, if the reward of attacking a target
is high, the attacker should consider more about this tar-
get. After observing the selected targets, the attacker has
the ambiguous information about the defender’s strategy.
Based on this ambiguous information, the attacker finds the
optimal response strategy using the D-S theory based deci-
sion model [10], i.e., the attacker gets the expected utility
interval first, and then gets the point-valued expected utili-
ty based on the ambiguity degree of the information. Then,
the defender can find his optimal strategy from his all mixed
strategies.

3. INSIGHTS
Our theoretic analyses show some properties of our mod-

els as follows. First, if the observation cost is a constant
for all targets, then the observed set is influenced by the
goal satisfaction degrees more. Second, the attacker tries to
avoid the target with the highest observation cost. Third,
if there is a target in observed set To such that attacking it
dominates the best strategy among all unobserved targets

in Tu, the target that is the best for the attacker to attack
must belong to the observed set of To.

Further, our experimental results reveals more insights in-
to our model. First, the observed target number is decreas-
ing with the acceptability threshold. Second, the attacker’s
utility increases with the observed target number. Third,
as the number of observed targets increases, the defender’s
utility obtained by SGPS model is approaching to the utility
obtained by SSE model. Fourth, SGPS is more robust than
SSE model.
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